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Welcome to your February edition of your Research & Innovation 

Newsletter. We have been producing your monthly newsletters 

since the inception of the Office and we hope you enjoy them as 

much as we like producing them for the University community and 

beyond. We have a number of events lined-up for the year 2022 and 

a lot of these events will focus on capacity building initiatives to 

strengthen the University’s research grant portfolio, improve 

processes for research administration and grant management, as 

well as making significant impact in society by ensuring that faculty 

research addresses societal needs. We also want to ensure that 

systems and protocols supporting international best practices for ethics and responsible conduct 

of research are entrenched in the University. Although the University of Lagos has strong 

investments in developing training systems for researchers and exploring opportunities for 

utilization of research outcome, there is a strong emphasis and commitment to developing 

frameworks that will serve as guides for researchers to access research resource, and promote 

ethical conduct of research and values. While our goal is to train researchers to be better project 

managers, we intend to achieve this through constant reviewing of existing capacities and 

seeking ways to build on such capacities. UNILAG’s goal is to be a strong institution from which 

researchers can develop and build their careers and be better equipped to explore solutions to 

national problems and challenges. We are committed to building research capacity for innovation 

and contributing to economic growth. As earlier emphasized, our strategy for research capacity 

building focuses on strengthening the skills and abilities of researchers to identify social needs, 

translate all identified needs into researchable problems, explore them using scientific 

approaches, and to disseminate results to respective end-users (including industries, government 

agencies, institutions, policy makers and practitioners). We are working to hone skills of 

researchers in tackling problems that are related to policy using research approaches that 

considers the priorities and needs of Nigerians. In other words, our goal is to promote research 

capacities in ways that best address the local needs of society and address pertinent problems. 

In this way, researchers will be better placed to make meaningful contribution to national 

development. 

We shall continue to bring you a good mix of requests for grant applications for the remaining 

part of the year. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any questions. As always we, at 

the Research Office, are happy to support your application process. We are available as 

promised at our Office: Monday-Friday, via email and on Skype and now Twitter!  

 

Thank you. 

 

Prof. Bola Oboh  

Director, Research & Innovation Office 

  

DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE 
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 A five days research methodology workshop 
was organized on the theme ‘Principles of 
Research Ethics in Human Research’ and 
‘Principle of Research Ethics in Animal 
Research’ respectively at University of Lagos 
from 10th to 14th January 2022. The 
workshops was conducted by The Research 
and Innovation Office, University of Lagos in 
collaboration with National Health Research 
Ethics (NHREC). The primary aim of 
organizing such a workshop was to equip 
research committee (belonging to all 
faculties) working in the area of research, and 
therefore course (for the workshop) was 
designed by the coordinators (Prof. Kolawole 
Ojedeji – University of Lagos, Prof. Ademola 
Ajuwon – University of Ibadan, Mr. Ado 
Danladi – NHREC, Prof. Tayo Grace – 
BABCOCK University, Prof. God’swill 
Anyasor – University of Lagos & Dr. Akindele 
– Research Officer) to achieve the same. In 
tune with the primary aim objectives of the 
workshop were devised as: 

A. To build capacity of workshop research. 
B. To explain ontology, epistemology, and 

methodology (ies) on research field. 
C. Enabling researchers to prepare their final 

report, and make their findings conspicuous 

In order to have a true national representation 

in the workshop participants/beneficiaries (72 

applicants including UNILAG-REC and 

UNILAG-ACUREC) were selected by the 

Institutional Head and HREC Chairman of 

Prof. Oluwatoyin T. Ogundipe and Prof. 

Bolanle O. Iranloye respectively, University of 

Lagos. Out of the list of 72 participants; 41 

participants came from 10th to 12th January 

have successfully completed the five days’ 

workshop on the said theme. 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH NEWS 

FIVE DAYS RESEARCH METHODOLOGY WORKSHOP (10TH – 14TH JANUARY 2022) 
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THE INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

MANAGEMENT OFFICE (ITMO), UNILAG 

We love innovation in all its forms. To nourish 

and support it, we’ve tapped the top experts in 

the field and developed a full spectrum of 

services, from project evaluation to fundraising 

to finding the right market. You have the idea. 

We have the experience, the knowledge and the 

industry support to make it happen. 

Researchers can get the necessary resources 

and expertise to launch 

their own 

projects, 

become 

part of a 

startup or 

a small 

business, 

and 

connect 

with angel 

investors 

and other 

interested 

parties. Investors and 

business representatives can find technological 

solutions they need to take their businesses to 

the next step. 

This Office was set up in recognition of the 

importance of research and innovation to 

promote multidisciplinary research, manage 

funded research using unique and innovative 

approaches in line with international best 

practices and accelerate the alignment of 

education, research, innovation and linkages 

with the industry into a seamless and dynamic 

ecosystem in delivering her mandate. 

Composed mostly by academics, at this time, the 

model, which is unique to the University of 

Lagos, is designed to advance the research 

processes through peer-to-peer engagements. 

 

 

The innovation and technology management office 

(itmo), unilag  has officially kicked off on it’s social 

media platforms. 

Stayed tuned and don’t miss out on all upcoming 

updates by following us on: 

Facebook:https://www.facebook.com/Innovation

-and-Technology-Management-Office-Unilag-

244310458154283/ 

Instagram:https://instagram.com/innovateunilag

?utm_medium=copy_link 

LinkedIn:https://www.linkedin.com/company/inn

ovateunilag/ 

 Contact us: unilag-iptto@unilag.edu.ng 

 

 
 

 
 

ITMO UNILAG, 

linking research and inventions to societal needs 

for greater impact and rewards. 
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Delegates from the Research and Innovation Office, 

Gombe State University visited the Research 

Management Office (RMO) as well as the 

Innovation and Technology Management Office 

(ITMO), University of Lagos, to discuss with the 

Director, Prof. Bola Oboh and Deputy Director 

(ITMO) Dr. Gbenga Ilori, on possibilities of research 

collaboration between both Universities. The 

delegates also utilized the opportunity to seek an 

understanding of the day-to-day management 

processes, functions, and ranges of support 

provided to faculty by both Offices. This was to 

enable them gain thorough insight into processes 

that could be replicated to enhance smooth 

operation of their newly established Research & 

Innovation Office at Gombe State University in line 

with global best practices.  The Director, Prof. Bola 

Oboh spoke about the strategic  pre-award and 

post-award processes implemented at the Office, 

the teamwork approach adopted, inter-disciplinary 

and multi-institutional research collaboration 

embraced by the university, support for research 

groups, establishment of more research centres, 

dissemination of calls to faculty as well as the range  

 

 

 

of support rendered by the Office to faculty 

members grant application.

 

Other issues discussed and ideas shared 

include the University's resolve for cutting-

edge research with the potential to make 

meaningful impact in society, patents and 

intellectual property management, 

commercialization of research, and industry 

engagement for uptake of research output. 

Going forward, both institutions intend to 

explore the signing of an MoU to guide and 

to formalize collaboration for mutual 

benefits in research driven by societal 

needs, and to ultimately contribute to 

national development. The visitors posed 

for a photograph at the end of the meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DELEGATES FROM THE RESEARCH AND INNOVATION OFFICE, 

GOMBE STATE UNIVERSITY VISITED THE UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS. 
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The Innovation Unilag Webinar Series 

(1) was held on Tuesday, February 17, 

2022 with a remarkable presence of 

over One Hundred and ninety (190) 

active participants. The webinar was 

initiated, moderated and planned by the 

Innovation & Technology Management 

Office (ITMO) headed by Dr. Abiodun 

Gbenga Ilori. 

The panel speaker included innovators 

from the corporate world whose 

innovative solutions has taken them far 

and wide. They include Mr. Bada 

Akintunde-Johnson, Mr. Hyacinth 

Aneke and Mrs. Adenike Adeyemi. 

The Deputy Vice Chancellor 

(Development Services), Prof. Ayodele 

Atsenuwa landed the initiative and 

noted that the programme is a good 

step in University  

The programme has been designed to 

come up bi-monthly with the active 

participation of staff, students, industry 

partners, representatives of 

government and Journalist. 
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FEBRUARY THE MONTH OF LOVE 

February is known as the month of love, and there is no better time to show some platonic love to 

colleagues at work. We, at the Research Office took out a little time on the 14th of February to 

exchange gifts to members of staff of the Office. Members of staff participated in a balloted 

random selection of one staff to share a Valentine’s Day token-gift. The significance of this event 

is to emphasize the need to take time looking after ourselves and others, buttress collegial bond in 

the Office, and appreciate our little contributions towards the successful team work we have at the 

Office. 

  
 
 
 

 

 

The Research Office is pleased to announce that Prof. Bola Oboh, the current Director for 

Research has been elected as the new Deputy Vice-Chancellor – Academics & Research 

(DVC –A&R), by the University Senate at its last meeting held January 23rd 2022. Her tenure 

as Director for Research officially ends March 30th 2022, while she will resume as the 

substantive DVC-A&R in April 2022. Prof. Bola Oboh made very significant impact to the 

success of the Research Office during her tenure as Director, providing immense support 

to ensure seamless pre-award and post-award administration processes, swift response to 

faculty capacity building needs – especially for early career researchers, establishment of 

more research Centres, consolidating university-industry collaboration by facilitating more 

interface with industry partners, setting-up of the University-wide ethics committee for 

responsible conduct of research, and supporting the University’s quest to attract significant 

research funding. During her tenure, over N17b research funding was attracted to the 

University from local and international funding agencies. Prof. Oboh also supported the 

upgrade of office infrastructure and conferencing facilities at the research office to 

international standard, and ensured that policy and research governance documents were 

updated to reflect global best practices in research management. The much of her work at 

the Research Office was centred on putting the University on the global map of 

internationally competitive research Universities while showcasing the university’s potential 

to make remarkable impact to national and global development. 

PROF. BOLA OBOH ELECTED AS THE NEW DEPUTY VICE CHANCELLOR (ACADEMICS & RESEARCH)  
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INAUGURATION OF THE UNIVERSITY RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE AND 

THE ANIMAL CARE AND USE RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE 

The Vice-Chancellor, University of Lagos, Professor Oluwatoyin Ogundipe, FAS, on Friday, 

February 11, 2022, performed the official inauguration of the university’s Research Ethics 

Committee (UNILAGREC). Also inaugurated by the Vice-Chancellor was the University of Lagos 

Animal Care and Use Research Ethics Committee (UNILAGCUREC).  

The UNILAG Research Ethics Committee (UNILAGREC) is headed by the Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 

Academics and Research; Professor Oluwole Familoni while the UNILAG Animal Care and Use 

Research Ethics Committee (UNILAGCUREC) has Professor Bolanle Iranloye as Chairperson. 

The main responsibility of the inaugurated research ethics committee is to ensure that all research 

protect potential participants in the research. The Committee shall review research protocols from 

researchers within (and sometimes outside) the University community while taking into account 

potential risks and benefits for the participants, and the community at large. Its ultimate goal is to 

promote global best ethical standards in research involving human participants, across all 

disciplines. All researchers must apply for ethical clearance from the research ethics committees 

and obtain an approval before commencement of their research.  

The Animal Ethics Committee (ACUREC) will 

mandate all animal users to submit a detailed 

protocol seeking ethical approval of the 

Research involving animal use and care, as well 

as review all protocols involving the use of 

animals in research and teaching with emphasis 

on ensuring that protocols meet the ACUREC 

Guide on the care and use of experimental 

animals. The ACUREC will also ensure that no 

research, teaching or testing involving the use of 

animal commences before ethical approval by 

the Committee. Researchers using animals for 

research shall henceforth, be expected to report 

unanticipated problems or complications as well 

as steps that they have taken to address such 

problems to the Manager of the University 

Laboratory Animal Centre. 

The brief ceremony which held at the Senate Chamber, Senate Building, saw both Professor 

Familoni and Professor Iranloye receiving Registration Certificates and Standards Operating 

Procedures (SOP) for the Research Ethics Committee and the ACUREC respectively while 

members of both committees swore the oath of confidentiality as administered by the Vice-

Chancellor; Professor Oluwatoyin Ogundipe, FAS. 

Information is also available online: https://unilag.edu.ng/?p=12067 

https://unilag.edu.ng/?p=12067
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PROFILE OF THE ARUA, CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE FOR UNEMPLOYMENT & 

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (ARUA, CoE-USD), UNIVERSITY OF LAGOS 

About the Centre 

The ARUA, Centre of Excellence for Unemployment and Skills Development (ARUA, CoE-USD) was 

birthed in 2019 with the mission of “Engaging cutting-edge research to investigate unemployment histories; 

Re-modeling Africa and her Stakeholders towards Entrepreneurship Orientation; Harnessing Regional 

and Global Opportunities for Sustainable Solutions to open New Frontiers for Immediate Africa’s Growth 

and Development.” 

Objectives of the Centre 

The specific objectives of the Centre include:  

i)  Engineering strong collaboration among researchers and experts in Africa focusing on entrepreneurship 

and skills development 

ii) Capacity building of young faculty members in doctoral and post-doctoral training in partnership with 

ARUA Universities in Africa.  

iii) Organise annual conferences and workshops, seminars, and stakeholders’ engagement meetings that will 

bring the town and gown together 

iv) Empower African youth with requisite entrepreneurial skills for self-reliance; fight unemployment and 

poverty across Africa, Etc.  

Leadership of the Centre 

Professor Sunday Adebisi is the Director of the Centre. Under his leadership, thus 

far, the ARUA, CoE-USD has been increasing in strength and impacts by creating 

and implementing innovative programs that are specifically targetted at solving the 

youth unemployment challenge across Africa. The Centre operates using the Hub-

and-Spoke Model (HSM), with collaborations with the University of Ghana; 

University of Nairobi, Kenya; University of Cape-Town; and University of 

Kwazulu-Natal, South Africa.  

 

Notable Programs in the Last 12 Months 

 Train-The-Trainer (3T) Program in Entrepreneurship and Innovation Mentorship 

Education Certification (EIMEC) 

This is one of the innovative product of the ARUA, CoE-USD. EIMEC seeks to cultivate the 

entrepreneurial mindset of members of Faculty across African Universities so that they can equally deliver 

the promises of entrepreneurship development to the African youth. We have successfully organized two 

series back-to-back in Y2020 (Nigeria) and Y2021 (Kenya). Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, 

RESEARCH CENTRE OF FOCUS 
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EIMEC’2021 was delivered in East Africa virtually between Monday, April 12 and 16, 2021. The 

participants comprise thirty-eight (38) academic staff members of the University of Nairobi; 

University of Dar es Salam; and University of Iringa, all in the East Africa.  

 

Photo: Screen shot during the EIMEC, Nairobi (2021) 

 

 ARUA, CoE-USD International Conference, Cape-Town South Africa, 2021 

Since inception, we have successfully organized two International Conferences (Y2020 and 

Y2021) back-to-back and these were hosted at the University of Lagos, Nigeria and the University 

of Cape-Town, South Africa respectively. In a similar manner, the Y2021 Conference was a 

blended conference due to the COVID-19 Pandemic.  

 

With ninety-five (95) participants, the Conference comprised one (1) Keynote Speech; four 

(4) Plenary Sessions; and three (3) Parallel Sessions over a period of two days. The highlight 

of the Conference is the Prize Award Ceremony of ₤200.00 to the Best Paper in each of the 

ten (10) Tracks.  
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 African Youth Business and Innovation Competition (YoBIC) Harcathon, Cape-Town 

South Africa, 2021 

The ARUA, CoE-USD is committed to empowering the African youth with the requisite 

entrepreneurship and innovation skills needed to combat unemployment and poverty. With 

this in mind, the Centre has sponsored the Youth Business and Innovation Competition 

(YoBIC) twice: first in Y2020 (i.e., in the University of Lagos) and second in Y2021 (i.e., in the 

University of Cape-Town). Each of the edition had representatives from Nigeria, Ghana, 

Kenya, and South Africa respectively. Team Nigeria came first in the two editions thus far, 

winning the Star Prize of ₤3,000.00.  

 

 

Notable Outcomes in the Last 12 Months 

Train-The-Trainer (3T) Program in Entrepreneurship and Innovation Mentorship Education 

Certification (EIMEC) 
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BRITISH COUNCIL 2022 

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR WOMEN IN 

STEM - IMPERIAL COLLEGE LONDON 
 

Overview:  

Each scholarship covers full tuition fees, an 
annual stipend of up to £16,680, and a return 

economy-class flight from home country to UK. 
It also covers other related costs including 
an accepted English language proficiency 

test exam fee* (*only if an English language 
test is required as 
part of the offer 

of admissions), 
visa application 
and NHS 

surcharge. It also 
provides £200 
towards the cost 

of study materials.  

The Scholarships have been created with the 
aim to help address the under-representation 

of women in STEM. Applicants will be required 
to demonstrate their financial need and how 
they would inspire future generations of 

women to pursue a career in STEM. 

Application Deadline:  March 16, 2022 

Eligibility Requirement:  

 Be available to commence your academic 
studies in the UK by the start of the UK 
academic year in September/October 2022. 

 Have completed your undergraduate degree 
or have all components of an undergraduate 
degree that will enable you to gain entry onto 
a postgraduate programme. 

To learn more about the fellowship opportunity, 
including eligibility criteria and how to apply, visit: 

https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholarshi
ps/british-council-2022-scholarships-for-
women-in-stem-imperial-college-london 

 

 

NIGERIAN ENGLISH LANGUAGE 
ASSISTANTS TO TEACH IN 

FRANCE 2022 

 

Overview:  

This program allows you to familiarize yourself 
with the language and culture of France while 
bringing the authenticity of your language and 
the richness of your culture to schools. The 
specificities of the assistant allow him to 
encourage students to 
express themselves 
orally, to bring a playful 
dimension to learning 
and to discuss socio-
cultural themes likely to.   
 

Application Deadline:  

Eligibility Requirements: 

 Candidates must be NIGERIAN citizens. 
Permanent residents are not eligible. 

 Candidates must be between 20 and 35 years 
of age at the time of taking up their positions. 

 Candidates must have completed their 
secondary education in NIGERIA. 

 Candidates must be enrolled at any 

NIGERIAN university at the time of 
application. 

 Candidates must have completed at least two 

years of university studies. 
 A minimum Level B1 in French is required. 
 Candidates must be native English speakers. 

 Candidates should preferably be single, as 
the salary of an assistant is not adequate to 

support dependents. 

To learn more about the fellowship 

opportunity, including eligibility criteria and 

how to apply, visit:  

https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholars
hips/nigerian-english-language-
assistants-to-teach-in-france-2022 

FELLOWSHIPS/SCHOLARSHIPS/INTERNSHIPS 

https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholarships/british-council-2022-scholarships-for-women-in-stem-imperial-college-london
https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholarships/british-council-2022-scholarships-for-women-in-stem-imperial-college-london
https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholarships/british-council-2022-scholarships-for-women-in-stem-imperial-college-london
https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholarships/nigerian-english-language-assistants-to-teach-in-france-2022
https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholarships/nigerian-english-language-assistants-to-teach-in-france-2022
https://www.scholarshipair.com/scholarships/nigerian-english-language-assistants-to-teach-in-france-2022
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MASTERCARD FOUNDATION 

SCHOLARS PROGRAM 2022-2023 AT 

THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH 
 

Overview: 

Applications are open for the Mastercard 
Foundation Scholars Program 2022-2023 at the 
University of Edinburgh. Gaining an Online 
Masters is an excellent way to earn a qualification 
which is equivalent to on-
campus study, while at the 
same time continuing to 
work flexibly and live at 
home. Online Masters 
qualifications through the 
University of Edinburgh are 
fully equivalent to Masters 
degrees taught on campus. 

The Scholars Program at the University of 
Edinburgh will provide postgraduate online 
scholarships to students from Africa with great 
academic and leadership potential but few 
educational opportunities. 

Application Deadline:  March 14, 2022 

Eligibility Requirement: 

 You must be a graduate or be about to graduate 
as a Mastercard Foundation Scholar in a 
Mastercard Foundation partner institution.  

 Applicants must qualify academically for 
admission to the University of Edinburgh for a 
relevant degree program listed above. 

 Applicants should not have completed a 
postgraduate degree previously and should not 
be enrolled at a separate university while on 
scholarship. 

To learn more about the fellowship opportunity, 
including eligibility criteria and how to apply, 
visit: 

https://www.myed.ed.ac.uk/myed-
progressive/ 

  

CHINA'S MINISTRY OF 

EDUCATION/STATE OCEANIC 

ADMINISTRATION 2022-2023 

MARINE SCHOLARSHIPS FOR 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
 

Overview:  
 
The State Oceanic Administration (SOA) and 

China's Ministry of Education jointly initiate the 

Marine Scholarship of China for the purpose of 

providing financial support to outstanding 

students from the coastal countries or regions 

around the South China Sea, the Pacific and 

the Indian Oceans and 

African, American 

developing countries 

to study in China for a 

master's or doctoral degree in oceanography 

or other related specialties, cultivating 

advanced professionals of the related fields for 

developing countries, enhancing international 

marine cooperation and exchange, and 

promoting the harmonious ocean development 

in the region and around the world. China 

Scholarship Council (CSC) is in charge of the 

admissions and routine management of the 

Scholarship. 

 

Application Deadline:  March 31, 2022 

Eligibility Requirement: 

 Be non-Chinese citizens in good health. 
 Must apply for the postgraduate degree 

program of ocean-related specialties.  

 Master’s degree applicants must hold a 
bachelor’s degree or above and be under the 
age of 40. 

 Doctoral applicants must hold a master’s 
degree or above and be under the age of 45. 

To learn more about the internship 

opportunity, including the eligibility criteria and 

how to apply, visit:  

 

https://admissions.xmu.edu.cn/ 
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Funding Agency: British Ecological Society 

Eligibility Applicants: Academic and Professional 

Staff. 

Deadline: 18 March 2022 at 17:00 

Budget: 5,000 – 20,000 GBP 

 

DESCRIPTION 

We support projects where there is a clear 

ecological science focus to the work; any other 

aspects, i.e. sociology, economics, etc., must be 

clearly integrated into the ecology and scientific 

goals of the project. The grants are to support 

work of the highest international standard and 

applicants need to show how the work will 

advance ecological science. 

 Small Research Grants, up to £5,000 
 

 Large Research Grants, over £5,000 up to 
a limit of £20,000 

 

For more information, please visit: 

https://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/fundi
ng/research-grants/ 

 

 

 

 

 

DRL EXPANDING THE REACH AND 

RESILIENCE OF WIRELESS INTERNET-

INDEPENDENT PEER-TO-PEER 

COMMUNICATIONS 

Funding agency:  Bureau of Democracy 

Human Rights and Labor                                  

Budget: $1,000,000 

Eligible applicants: Academic Institutions, 

Individuals, NGOs 

Deadline:  Mar 11, 2022   

 

DESCRIPTION: 

The U.S. Department of State, Bureau of 

Democracy, Human Rights and Labor (DRL) 

announces an open competition for 

organizations interested in submitting 

applications for projects that promote the 

ability of small groups of at-risk populations 

(human rights defenders, journalists, and 

members of civil society) to share information 

and files easily and securely during full 

Internet shutdowns. 

 

For more information, please visit: 

https://mygrants.servicenowservices.co

m/grants?id=grants_funding_opportuni

ty&table=u_domestic_funding_opportu

nity&sys_id=ca6542421b7c055000f2ea4

ce54bcb28&view=Default 

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES 

https://mygrants.servicenowservices.com/grants?id=grants_funding_opportunity&table=u_domestic_funding_opportunity&sys_id=ca6542421b7c055000f2ea4ce54bcb28&view=Default
https://mygrants.servicenowservices.com/grants?id=grants_funding_opportunity&table=u_domestic_funding_opportunity&sys_id=ca6542421b7c055000f2ea4ce54bcb28&view=Default
https://mygrants.servicenowservices.com/grants?id=grants_funding_opportunity&table=u_domestic_funding_opportunity&sys_id=ca6542421b7c055000f2ea4ce54bcb28&view=Default
https://mygrants.servicenowservices.com/grants?id=grants_funding_opportunity&table=u_domestic_funding_opportunity&sys_id=ca6542421b7c055000f2ea4ce54bcb28&view=Default
https://mygrants.servicenowservices.com/grants?id=grants_funding_opportunity&table=u_domestic_funding_opportunity&sys_id=ca6542421b7c055000f2ea4ce54bcb28&view=Default
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Funding Agency:  Ashden 

Eligibility Applicants: Academic and Professional 

Staff. 

Deadline: 15 March 2022 

Budget: 25,000 GBP 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The Ashden Awards accelerate climate 

innovation, helping businesses, charities, 

governments and others power up 

their impact in the UK and low-income 

nations. Ashden back organizations that 

advance social justice while lowering 

emissions.   

Applications made in English must be 

completed and submitted via the online 

application system. Start by registering your 

interest. Registration of interest will be 

reviewed, and you will be invited to submit a full 

application form upon successful EOI 

application.  

 

For more information, please visit: 

https://ashden.org/awards/ 

 

 

 

 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS: 
INVESTIGATIVE GRANT PROGRAMME 

2022 
Funding agency:  The Justice for Journalists 
Foundation (JFJ)                                  

Budget: $80,000 
Eligible applicants: Academic Institutions, 

Individuals, NGOs 

Deadline:  Mar 20, 2022   

DESCRIPTION: 

The Justice for Journalists Foundation 

(JFJ) is launching its call for applications for 

its annual Investigative Grant Programme. 

Proposals to conduct journalistic 

investigations into crimes against media 

workers will be accepted until March 20, 

2022 via online form. Justice for Journalists 

Foundation is non-partisan and does not 

support any political agenda. The 

Foundation is guided by the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights which among 

other rights upholds the right to freedom to 

hold opinion and seek, receive and impart 

information and ideas through any media 

and regardless of frontiers. 

For more information, please visit: 

https://jfj.fund/call-for-applications-

investigative-grant-programme-2022/ 
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Funding Agency: The Conservation, Food & 
Health Foundation 

Eligibility Applicants: Academic, Individual, 

Professional Staff. 

Budget: $20,000 

Deadline:  

 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The Conservation, Food and Health Foundation 

seeks to protect natural resources, improve the 

production and distribution of food, and promote 

public health in Asia, Africa, Latin America, and 

the Middle East.  The foundation helps build the 

capacity of organizations and coalitions with 

grants that support research or improve the 

learning and generation of local solutions to 

complex problems. 

 

For more information, please visit: 

http://cfhfoundation.grantsmanagement08.com/ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Funding agency: Bio-Bridge Initiative                              

Budget: $20,000 
Eligible applicants: Academic Institutions, 

Individuals, NGOs 

Deadline:  N/A  

DESCRIPTION: 

As part of its mandate to catalyze and facilitate 

technical and scientific cooperation, the Bio-

Bridge Initiative (BBI) currently provides seed 

funding of up to $20,000 to incubate projects 

and partnerships that promote exemplary 

approaches, particularly through South-South 

and triangular cooperation, to address 

biodiversity-related issues and challenges, and 

showcase good practices and lessons learned. 

 

For more information, please visit: 

https://www.cbd.int/biobridge/projects 

http://cfhfoundation.grantsmanagement08.com/
https://www.cbd.int/biobridge/projects
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Funding Agency:   Non-profit organization 
 

Eligibility Applicants:  ICGEB Research Grant 

proposals should hold positions at Universities 

or Research Institutes in any of the Member 

States.  

 

Budget: €25,000 

Deadline:  April 30, 2022 

 

DESCRIPTION 

The ICGEB Research Grants programme aims 

to stimulate collaborative research in Member 

States and with the ICGEB Component 

laboratories, to promote training of young 

scientists and to facilitate the creation of 

appropriate research facilities. The Funding 

opportunity is made available through the 

Collaborative Research Programme (CRP) – 

2022 International Centre for Genetic 

Engineering and Biotechnology (ICGEB) 

Research Grants Programme, which is a 

dedicated source of funding aimed at financing 

projects addressing original scientific problems 

of particular relevance for the host country and 

of regional interest. 

 

For more information, please visit: 

https://www.icgeb.org/activities/grants/ 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
Funding agency:   
United States Department of State (USA) 
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs 
                              
Budget: $1,600,000 
 

Eligible applicants: Academic Institutions, 

Individuals, NGOs 

Deadline:   March 25, 2022 

DESCRIPTION: 

The open competition encourages eligible 

applicants to submit proposals to qualify for 

a three-week exchange program in the 

United States focused on civic education, 

community service, and youth leadership 

development, and to support the 

implementation of service projects in their 

home communities. U.S. embassies in Sub-

Saharan Africa will recruit, screen, and select 

the participants. ECA funding will support the 

planning and implementation of U.S.-based 

programming, including participant 

international travel, for approximately 150 

participants in 2023. 

 

For more information, please visit: 

https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-

opportunity.html?oppId=337176 

https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=337176
https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/view-opportunity.html?oppId=337176
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OUR MOTTO 
  

A dvancing translational research  output and uptake to meet socie tal needs  

OUR VISION 
  

T o support researchers with inf ormation on funding opportunities , encourage collaboration and provide adequate training/service s  
for the acquisition o f knowledge and skills i n grantsmanship th at will enable carrying out of cutting-edge research  

OUR MISSION 
  

T o be the flagship of innovative re search administration and man agement in Sub-Saharan Africa, a catalyst for doing and up taki ng  
cutting edge research in the society  

WHAT WE DO? 
  

Pre-grant application services  
o Funding opportunities: disseminate research funding opportuniti es  
o Confirm eligibility of researcher s according to sponsor guideli nes  
o Liaise with funding agencies o n behalf of the university  
o Interpret sponsor guide lines & regulations  
o Register & assist with agency submission websites  

Proposal Writing  
o Review Request for Applications  (RFAs) and Requ est for Proposal s (RFPs)  
o Proposal development  
o Ensure compliance with submission guidelines  
o Institutional  support  documentation for grants application  
o Edit and format grants applications for readability  
o Review and sign research proposal s on behalf of the University  or as a delegate of the University  

Budgeting  
o  Budget templates 
o Cost sharing  
o Routing and approval  

Training  
o Provide training opportunities rel ating to grantsmanship for ea rly career researchers.  

Award Services Communication  
o Identify and communicate proactively and effectively award para meters and sponsor terms and conditions to researchers and  

other administrative staff.  
o Network with researchers to share and obtain information for ef fective scientific communication.  

Project management  
o Provide assistance to researchers and staff on post-award admin istrative processes  
o Liaise with sponsors to ensure compliance with guidelines and t o resolve conflicts and concerns (where applicable)  
o Initiate and manage partnership  agreements, sub-awards and sub- contracts with exter nal collaborators  

Fiscal Stewardship  
o Provide support to researchers to facilitate the management of  research funds and ensure financial management and control on  

behalf of external Sponsors.  
o Ensure the preparation and submi ssion of financial reports to s ponsors according to set deadlines  
o Coordinate and respond to audits and monitoring visits requeste d by sponsors in collaboration with other units such as bursary ,  

procurement services and the researcher.  


